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I created this gta sanandreas cops and robbers server and i need to get some help to add new cops
and robbers to my server so please join my channel and support me. I am currently working on
adding the San Andreas Police Department and Sampson County for this server, some of the officers
that would be added include Ciro, Kima, and Tomica. Also i plan on adding the dubs of the characters
and scripts. Thank you for your time, and I welcome you to my server! A better way to play GTA San
Andreas in a LAN Clique game mode - A chat server with messangers and NPCs and gamemodes
being played together or random. - This game is meant for LAN game playing, as it requires a lot of
interactivity to be fun. - The game is single-player only, but not single-player only. Interact with
others to make it more fun. - It is a chat only game server. You can't chat to a player and play a
game with them. - It is played by messengers and non-messengers. You have the power to play all
the non-messengers. What we have here is a fully functional script that will bring many of the
features from the super-ultra-realistic police mod and combine them with the clique game mode.
Features: Easy setup Compatible with GTA San Andreas server Full customization Scripted NPCs Full
support for GTA San Andreas cop NPCs with powerups Full customization of NPCs to your own needs
Compatible with online play Full support for online play Allows players to clique with each other
Multiple allowed cliques Multiple variations of cliques Same game server, different gamemodes
Allows the use of full 3d gamemodes like shooting and vehicle games On top of this, there are much
more features that we can implement if needed, so get involved When asked where I got my
inspiration from, I usually say it was a mix of Mafia III and the actual police officers from GTA San
Andreas. Your duty is to create a fully working lobby, lobby design and custom game with all the
custom scripts, custom gamemodes, custom police and custom NPCs. Every lobby player must be a
registration/admin account. Every player needs to be verified by me and I have the power to mark
users as being banned for any reason. Welcome to the TRAVELER COP
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